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Make The Personal Political This doesn't mean you literally have to make every personal essay political
though I love that too and here are some great examples! Take out a journal and write longhand for ten to
twenty minutes. The theoretical framework often gets a bad reputation in the peer-review process, because
reviewer comments often make suggestions regarding the theoretical framing of a manuscript. Don't let
yourself pause â€” the important thing here is to keep writing without censoring yourself. Once you've
finished a first draft, look at the essay and see where you can replace a telling graph with a scene or dialogue
that illustrates the same point. It's natural to want to protect your ego or privacy, but try to stay genuine and
raw; it's a personal essay, after all. It also includes information that your reader needs to know in order to
understand your argument. I also suggest trying to break your paragraphs up as much as possible so that you're
not sending huge walls of text to an editor's screen â€” once again, the experience of reading something online
is not the same as in print. What I mean is, as you're writing, try to keep this question at the front of your
mind: Is this relevant to someone who doesn't know me? They aren't going to judge you for it â€” in fact, it's
exactly what will make them respect you as a writer. The reason they're so difficult to get accepted is not
because I don't need or want them â€” it's because they are among the hardest to write well. Which brings me
to It will make your essay much clearer, and easier for the reader to draw meaning from. If you feel scared
about telling the whole truth, think about the personal essays and books that have most affected you. You
should be thoughtful about how to present your results to get the most out of your findings. The time you
spend processing your thoughts is what gives your words meaning, so you should spend as much time getting
to know yourself as you do trying to write honestly. She has potentially already read dozens of pitches that
day. Now, that might sound a lot like a beginning, middle, and end â€” but it's not quite the same. They have
typos, lack structure, or have too much repetition and rambling. For example, for a City and Community
article, I created a section dedicated just to explaining the history of the Subic Bay Freeport Zone in the
Philippines, because it was background that my readers needed to understand the data but not part of my
results. And I selected essays, not essayists. Map Your Arc Structure is the main place I see personal essays
stumble. But in journaling, I found that my mind kept returning to that moment in the woods as a turning point
and a clear image connected to my experience. I picked such a graphic scene to begin and end my essay
because looking back on an experience that spanned two years, I didn't know where to start. Some of the best
personal essays let the reader infer meaning, simply by evoking universal feelings. I recommend free writing
to find out. Don't worry about it being intelligible. Of course, you'll also want to read for typos, style, and
punctuation. One of the things you see in general journals is that the theoretical framework is often divided
into two sections, precisely because general journals want papers that speak to multiple audiences. If you have
several pitches rejected in a row, don't get discouraged â€” but don't keep trying the same things either.
Therapy, meditation, walking, yoga, journaling, spending time alone â€” all of these practices help us get to
know ourselves better so that we can call ourselves on being disingenuous in our writing and life. For
example, I wrote a personal essay about my experience of realizing that being gluten-free wasn't right for me.
Is my arc clear? I wish I could include twenty more essays but these ten in themselves comprise a wonderful
and wide-ranging mini-anthology, one that showcases some of the most outstanding literary voices of our
time. She jokes that this is easier for her since she's actually estranged from her family, but even if you're not,
it's good advice to write like they aren't watching. Though personal essays sometimes have an unfair
reputation for being somehow "soft" or "self-indulgent," in my opinion, they are actually one of the most
effective ways to communicate a point, experience, or even a feeling to a wide audience. In addition, you also
still have to do your due diligence about where to send your paper, including which journal is a good fit, the
specific format of its articles and the types of conversations that are within its pages.


